Abstract: This paper presents a novel dynamic model of a bio-inspired robotic fish underwater vehicle by unifying conventional rigid body dynamics and bio-fluid-dynamics of a carangiform fish swimming given by Lighthill's (LH) slender body theory. It proposes an inclusive mathematical design for better control and energy efficient path travel for the robotic fish. The system is modeled as an 2-link robot manipulator (caudal tail) with a mobile base (head). Lighthill caudal-tail reactive forces and moments are shown to contribute towards thrust generation and yaw balance. These LH reactive forces are shown to generate the inertial added mass during the robotic fish locomotion. This forward thrust drives the robotic fish head represented by a unified non-linear equation of motion in earth fixed frame. Using the proposed dynamic model an open-loop (manual) operating region for the identified kinematic parameter tail beat frequency (TBF) is established. Obtained Kinematic results also resemble with real fish kinematic results. The objective is to mimic the propulsion technique of the carangiform swimming style and to show the fish behavior navigating efficiently over large distances at impressive speeds and its exceptional character in fluid environment.
INTRODUCTION
Exploring the spatial locomotion of certain aquatic vertebrates that are able to travel at surprisingly remarkable speeds, has been the interest of researchers towards the contribution of the bio-inspired robotics [1] . Biomimetics reflect the features and capabilities of natural evolution of a system that could be efficiently mimicked or harmonized in a human engineered system to design of new technologies and improvement of conventional ones in terms of propulsion efficiency. One of the focused technologies has been the development of autonomous underwater vehicles [2] to the increasing interest in unmanned underwater surveillance and monitoring. The propeller based locomotion [2] although rendered the initial answers to underwater locomotion but it sets issues on high-maneuverability and efficiency. The researchers also found that propellerstrikes produce greater amount of marine debris, marine creatures mortality and shallow waters ecosystem disturbances. Bio-harmonized fish-like robots are expected to be This work is presently supported by the Defence Science and Technology Agency (DSTA), under the Ministry of Defence (Singapore), Government of Singapore, under Grant R-263-000-621-232-MINDEF-DSTA for Underwater Vehicle Technology Project STARFISH 2. quieter, more maneuverable (lesser accidents), and possibly more energy efficient (longer missions).
Theoretical and experimental validations of the dynamic equations of motions for underwater vehicles are mentioned in Fossen [4] pointing on the advantages of Lagrangian framework over Newtonian approach. The vehicle-manipulator system dynamic model in closed loop is investigated in Schjolberg [5] where the hydrodynamic forces are included in the Newton-Euler framework. Tarn [6] employs Kane's method combining the advantages of both Newton and Lagrange's techniques to develop a dynamic model of yet another vehicle-manipulator system. It shows a direct method to include the hydrodynamic forces as generalized inertial forces in the system's governing equations of motion. The systems discussed above were driven by conventional propellers. Biomimetic carangiform [3] fish like propulsion or non-propeller systems have been studied since the early works of MIT's robot tuna [8] . Robotic fish motion as a 2-link (open chain) manipulator model and its control based on passive dynamics was reported by Nakashima [7] . Many researchers have developed Lagrange and Newton based dynamic modeling with innovative schemes of force transmission like using tendon based mechanism [8] or passive components [7] to mimic the tail muscle agility. The systems considered in these research reports are open chain serial manipulators with 1 DOF rotational joints and a mobile base. Yu [9] used Schiehlen method to formulate a cetacean inspired threedimensional multibody dynamics model. In these works [7, 8, 9] including [19, 20] , Lighthill's (LH) slender body theory waveform [10] produces posterior body undulations (lateral displacements) necessary for thrust generation. But the pressure forces reported in Lighthill [13] were not completely integrated in the dynamics. This gap was addressed by J. Wang [11] who presented a new dynamic model for a carangiform robotic fish by merging rigid-body dynamics with Lighthill's large-amplitude elongated-body theory [12] . The system is 14 cm long (including the tail) and 8 cm wide with one joint link acting as the oscillating tail-fin as compared to the present robotic fish which is 74 cm in length, and weighs 4.5 kg. Boyer et al. [18] also proposed a dynamic model on the later theory and online control of a more adept bio-mimetic anguilliform eellike robot. Under the LH slender body framework [10] RoyChowdhury et al. [20, 21] studied the major kinematic parameters and showed that a shorter path is travelled by the robotic fish using Lighthill bio-inspired algorithm.
The contributions of the present research are enumerated as following:
• Develop a carangiform fish-biology-harmonized inspireddynamic model under Lighthill's slender body theory framework. The resulting nonlinear equations of motion are expressed in terms of dominant kinematic parameters i.e. tail-beat frequency (TBF), the propulsive wavelength and the caudal amplitude in openloop (manual).
• Define an unified dynamic model of robotic fish in earth fixed coordinate merging the conventional rigid body dynamics and bio-fluid-dynamics given by Lighthill reactive theory together to justify the fishlike efficient swimming. The robotic fish head is the mobile base and an n-link manipulator resembling caudal tail acts as a propeller, generating thrust by periodic undulatory motion.
• Formulate caudal-tail dynamics using Kane's method to exploit the benefits of Lagrange and Newtonian methods.
• Examine the effects of kinematic parameters on the overall system dynamics.
• Establish an operating region for the robotic fish vehicle based on the identified major kinematic parameters i.e. TBF vis a vis the real biological yellowfin tuna kinematics to facilitate an open-loop (manual) control.
• Demonstrate the feasibility of real time flexible bodied robotic fish vehicle prototype propelled by a njoint oscillating caudal fin under the proven Lighthill Slender body theory. 
SYSTEM MODEL
This paper proposes the bio-inspired underwater roboticfish as a three link system manipulator such that its geometric shape mimics the structure of a carangiform fish. The first link or the head is considered as a mobile base while the two serially connected links (using rotational joints) or caudal tail are considered to act as thruster using their coordinated undulatory lateral displacements (perpendicular to the plane of motion). Inspired by the biological fish swimming fluid-dynamics model mentioned in Lighthill slender body theory, the present robotic fish dynamic modeling integrates bio-mechanics as the reactive pressure forces and their moments. These occur due to the lateral undular displacements of caudal tail. This integration can be justified on the fact that a biologically inspired propulsion and its associated dynamics have to be redefined if compared to the conventional underwater vehiclemanipulator systems using propeller based thrust generation. As shown in Fig.1 a kinematics model of Roboticfish, with coordinated motion of multiple propulsive mechanisms,is drawn using CAD design tool SolidWorks and imported to MATLAB through a common data exchange interface. The entire robotic fish body cannot be considered as a single rigid body as it eliminates the consideration of reaction forces acting between individual body links. Therefore a modular modeling technique has been used to give the unified model for the entire vehicle system. While the anterior employs Fossen's [4] Lagrangian's mehtod, the posterior two-link caudal tail uses Kane's Method [15] for the equations of motion. Derivation of interactive and constraint forces between the two bodies is excluded by expressing the generalized forces. 
Robotic Fish (Anterior) Head
Robotic fish head carries maximum hotel-load as most of the electronic circuits including battery pack and ballast are located in it. It is assumed to be a prolate ellipsoid shape. Defining the dynamics of the robotic fish head is based on standard Lagrangian formulation given by Fossen [4] . While the kinematics study explain the geometry of the motion of robotic fish wrt a fixed reference coordinate frame as a a function of time, the dynamics of any rigid body [8] can be completely described by the translation of the centroid and the rotation of the body about its centroid. Therefore, the vehicle's three translational (f 0 ) and three rotational (m 0 ) motions derived from the momentum conservation laws defined in usual notations mentioned in Fossen [4] (for a rigid body of mass constant m and centre of gravity r G ) are expressed as:
where M h is the head inertia matrix including the added inertia, C h is the Coriolis-centripetal matrix, g h is the gravity matrix, τ h is the propulsion forces vector, η is position and orientation vector [x,y,z,φ,θ,ψ] in earth fixed coordinate and ν is linear and angular velocity vector [u,v,w,p,q,r ] in body fixed coordinate [4] .
Robotic Fish (Posterior) 2-Link caudal tail/Thruster
The BCF mode carangiform style [2] of locomotion is approximated using a 3-link (including the pectorals attached to the head) mechanism with two actuated joints as shown in Fig.2 . This leads to the ability to derive the actuator torques necessary to produce the tail motion that is desired. The links are inter-dependent in two major respects:
• The torque produced by a link produces a reaction torque on the other links.
• The motion of the links changes the shape of the linkage and thereby the inertia seen by previous links.
A linearized kinematic and dynamic model of the robotic fish system is developed. The coordinate frames in which the overall vehicle moves is with respect to the earth fixed frame. This frame is obtained from a body fixed reference frame shown in Fig.2 . When describing the kinematics and dynamics of 2-Link caudal tail model, the interlink actuator-shaft constitutes the inertial frame of reference. A local coordinate frame is assigned to each DOF detailed as below.
(a) Reference Frames:
• F I : inertial frame of manipulator-base system.
• F B : base Frame located at the centre of mass of the base.
• F i : coordinate frame of the i th link of the manipulator (b) Vectors:
• r B : position of frame F 0 relative to and projected onto frame F B .
• r I : position of frame F 0 relative to and projected onto frame F O .
• p i : position of point on link i relative frame F i .
Using the standard Denavit-Hartenberg [16] convention, the final transformation of caudal-tail fin with respect to the head (first link) in earth fixed frame is given by:
where the transformation matrix for i = 1, 2 is given by 
where i = 1, 2 denoting two link numbers. The angular and linear velocity vector derived in inertial frame w.r.t first link becomes:
The angular and linear acceleration vector derived in inertial frame w.r.t first link can be written as: 
Forces and Torques :
The inertia forces and torques associated to the respective links are given by:
ReactionF orce :
T orque :
Therefore, the generalized forces and torques [6, 15] for both links can be expressed as
where g= -9.8 m/sec A submerged rigid body motion would result in nonlinear hydrodynamics forces acting on it. These are complex forces to numerically integrate into a model which has also led to semi-empirical modeling techniques [17] . Added Mass [4, 10] is a combination of pressure induced forces and moments resulting due to the inertia of surrounding fluid around the two-links, which are in acceleration motion w.r.t the fluid. Lighthill slender body theory [10] considers a fish doing swimming movements in inviscid fluid flowing with velocity U in the xdirection. The body cross-section, would receive a displacement h(x,t) in the transverse/lateral z -direction varying both in time and position causing a flow due to it. h(x,t) [10] depicts the lateral push of vertical water section by the successive cross sections past which it sweeps with velocity U. It is the mathematical form given below, physically denoting undulatory mode of carangiform propulsion in which a transverse travelling wave of increasing amplitude is generated from anterior to posterior of body.
h(x, t) = f (x)g(t − x/c) (13) For the present robotic fish a quadratic spline mathematical form [8, 20, 21] is used as
where caudal amplitude, c 1 and c 2 are calculated parameters based on real fish kinematics while TBF, ω range is found from simulation [20] . Lateral velocity w(x,t) [10] resulting due to it can be written as
where U is the mean speed. For the 2-link system it [19] is found to be
Substituting h(x,t) we obtain lateral velocity to be
As the fish undulates, lateral velocity is transformed in to linear and angular momenta [10] which is shed by caudal fin added mass (two-links) into water results in lateral push or in other terms pressure forces and their moments. These contribute to both the thrust production and side-force generated imbalances in yaw-movement [13] . The lateral momentum is represented as
The swimming efficiency of fishes is found to be caused by a two way technique adopted by the fish i.e. linear and angular momentum conservation laws. The resulting forces and moments responsible are classified into two types namely the thrust (longitudinal) P and the side force balancing(lateral) Q. As both the forces/moments are caused due to the reaction of added mass of the caudal tail's (two-links's) inertia/inertance and not its resistance in fluid, they are called reactive forces. Lighthill [10, 12, 13] further adds that the advantage of a piscean design allows significant reactive forces on the caudal cross section to contribute to the overall thrust and minimize the recoil. In carangiform, reactive forces are dominant as the acceleration of water (virtual mass) in contact with the body surface happens fast as compared to resistive forces which take longer time to build up during the overall lateral displacement. Present model uses NACA 0014 airfoil design i.e. a pronounced reduction in body cross-sectional depth along the posterior caudal region to contain the morphological feature of the carangiform thereby supporting the reactive force theory [13] . In Fig.3 the two links (shown by two lines) are considered to be in the continuum mechanics of a fish spinal column. Fish is assumed to be swimming in horizontal x -axis and with a lateral y-axis in the same plane while z -axis is vertical. Using a lagrangian coordinate [11, 12] a along the length of the fish spinal chord we assume two points x(a,t) and y(a,t) (marked by black dots) on the posterior two links separately (caudal fin) on which the LH undulatory wave is generated. The points will move with undulatory motion i.e. a lateral recoil displacements/ motions and a resultant forward translation motion. Assuming inextensibility of spinal column [12] as the entire design can be seen as an ellipse with minor axis in the zdirection, ∂x ∂a 2 + ∂y ∂a
Here ∂y ∂a is the cosine of the angle between caudal fin and the mean swimming direction which is also called as the angle of attack" α" ∂y ∂a = cos(α); It is to be noted that the tangential motions would be treated resistively while transverse motions would be taken care of by reactive forces. The resistive forces are similar to pressure/profile drag forces and would be modeled in later section for the two links.
a) Reactive Thrust force P
From the conservation of momentum laws we define the transverse movements force component Z [13] in ydirection with which 2-link fish-caudal of virtual mass m per unit length, pushes the water slice with lateral velocity w, per unit distance in x -direction
which can also be written after substituting suitably from equations (16), (17) and (18) 
The rate of work done E [13] by fish by producing the undulatory transverse movement with a force Z is given by
From the equation relating work done and thrust P, we derive the thrust equation given by
The term consisting of variable product "mw " or lateral momentum explains mean power or thrust used by the fish tail in lateral push near the trailing edge. The first term represents the body's exchange of energy with water during motion in y direction. Putting the value of h(x,t) and U in this equation, the final expression of forward thrust in fourier series form can be derived as
where Λ = [ω, U, k, c 1 , c 2 , x ] which resembles the fourier form of force equation mentioned in Lighthill [13] . therefore functions P 1 and P 2 can be seen as the force components as a function of kinematic parameters ω,U,(θ 1 ,θ 2 ), c 1 , c 2 [20, 21] .
b) Reactive Side force
The side-force [13] is given by the expression
mw cos αda (29) This side-force is important as the balance of its fluctuations indicate recoil losses (unbalanced oscillations) which in turn are associated to the yaw motion and sideslip Putting the value of h(x,t) and U in this equation the final form appears to be once again in fourier series form given by
where Λ = [ω, U, k, c 1 , c 2 , x ] The role of α or angle of attack in above equations of P and Q derived term is imminent and would be a topic of study in future work. Based on above total thrust force and total side-force can be written as
Moment of side-force is given by
Suitable to be used in numerically integration with other forces as well as from the control design point aspect a matrix form of the force and moment equations could be written as:
where a, b Z Generalized Lighthill inertia force is therefore given by
2.2.4 Buoyancy Force : Buoyancy [4] is a restoring force proportional to the displaced amount of fluid mass by the weight of two links. Here we consider that the centre of buoyancy and COM coincide as the geometry shows symmetry. The two links would experience a generalized buoyancy force given by:
2.2.5 Pressure Drag (Resistive) Force : Lighthill [10] mentions Gray's conclusion that major objective of overcoming drag in powered swimming requires fishes to generate thrust. Typically the fish (caudal and pectoral)fins have been designed and modeled by nature to maintain optimum pressure distribution i.e. fin surface energy, maintaining laminar flow, minimizing total flow pressure and reduced drag. The fish undulation provides high thrust rates and therefore efficient movement in fluids. The pressure drag (resistive force) is proportional to the square of velocity, projected cross-sectional area, fluid density and drag coefficient C d . The inertia forces and moments caused therefore are expressed as 
The value of drag coefficient C d for the present robotic fish is computed through CFD studies and experimentally validated to a real carangiform fish hydrodynamic results. It is found in the range of 0.3 -0.4. The generalized forces and torques for both links therefore become
Control forces and Servo motor Dynamics :
Present system is under-actuated as two 1 DOF rotational joint actuators and a ballast system are utilized as control inputs to provide the planar forward motion and divingin/out operation. The head is connected to the caudal tail using rotational joint about z axis, the torque for which is given by T i = T iẑi−1 (38) In a DC motor equation with standard notation [4, 9] , torque T i is a function of angular rotational velocity ω m and armature voltage V a given by
τ m is motor torque then T i can be written as
The generalized active control force is expressed as
Equation of Motion in Earth fixed coordinates
The forces and moments for the complete system in body fixed coordinate i.e. robotic fish head and caudal tail are determined comprising of generalized inertia forces, generalized active forces and generalized Lighthill reactive forces for the carangiform fish type design. Equating (12), (33), (36), (39) and (44) to write a force balance equation as:
As proposed in this paper, the anterior head motion in space is propelled by the cumulative thrust forces and balancing moments generated from the posterior 2-link assembly, equating (3) and (46) to obtain the unified system(vehicle) motion equation in body fixed coordinate(subscript vb) as
where
It can be noted that as off-diagonal elements are smaller in magnitude compared to the diagonal elements, they have been reduced to zero. Kinematic Transformation [4, 16] is undertaken to convert the system from body fixed coordinate [ν,q] to earth fixed coordinate [η, x t ] by defining the relation using Jacobian matrix J for fish head and caudal tail.
a) Fish Head
Body fixed vector ν and earth fixed vector η are equated
with J 1 (η 2 ) = cψcθ −sψcφ + cψsθ sφ sψsφ + cψcφsθ sψcθ cψcφ + sψsθ sφ −cψsφ + sθ sψcφ −sθ cθ sφ cθ cψ and J 2 (η 2 ) = 1 sφtθ cφtθ 0 cφ sφ 0 sφ/cθ cφ/cθ where ψ = yaw (heading) angle, θ = pitch angle and φ = roll angle of the vehicle.
b) Caudal tail
The tail-fin x t position in cartesian space is related to joint variable q [9] bẏ
For the two link manipulator the jacobian matrix is given by 
SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS DISCUSSION
Simulations and experiments for this unified model is limited to a straight path as done in realtime experiments with biological fishes with a good estimation that vital relative motions of posterior body (responsible for thrust) are in lateral direction. Project implementation is done in MATLAB and Simulink. The yaw-axis servomotor is a Hitec HS-5646WP (11.3Kgcm/6 V) used in the two joints. Arduino-Uno with ATMEGA328P serves as central processing unit for the robotic fish. A comprehensive kinematic study of the different parameters namely tailbeat frequency (TBF), propulsive wavelength, yaw angle and caudal amplitude are studied under this framework [20, 21] . TBF is found to be the effective controlling parameter for the forward speed of the vehicle over a wide operating region. LH algorithm is integrated with robotic fish dynamics model proposed in this paper implemented in open loop. Based on the present dynamic model and steady simulation results [20, 21] , the open-loop (manual) experimental validations were done to mimic the undulation of the robotic fish caudal tail in fluid environment shown in Fig.4 . Different undulatory modes of caudal fin is shown in this figure to achieve a rectilinear locomotion pattern. Based on the experiments an operating region plot of forward swimming velocity in cm/sec (vertical axis) and TBF in Hz (horizontal axis) is shown in Fig 5(a) . Range of TBF is from 0 -2.8 units ( Hz ) [21] while for wavelength it is 1.2 -2.2 units (cm) [20] Fig.5(a) shows a peak velocity of 17.28 cm/sec at a wavelength (1.45 cm) and TBF of 0.5 Hz. Therefore, for any choice of speed (based on the purpose like fast or moderate swimming) the combinational choice of two parameters (TBF and wavelength) can be found for operating robotic fish. Interestingly, it can be observed that many times, for a given velocity there exists two or more values of TBF. This is due to the non-linear motion including the inertial and hydrodynamic forces are developed based on Kane's methodology. The added mass inertia forces and torques are integrated as reactive and balance side-forces respectively, mentioned in the bio-fluiddynamics of carangiform fish motion in Lighthill's slender body theory. This two way bio-mechanism is used by piscean species to maximize their thrust while swimming and reducing the unbalance caused by the undulatory motion of caudal tail. The proposed Lighthill reactive forces added with other generalized inertia and active forces account for caudal-tail thrust. During robotic fish caudal tail undulatory motion, LH reactive forces generate the inertial added mass. A unified non-linear equation is developed to drive the robotic fish head dynamic motion balanced by the caudal-tail generated thrust. Based on this unified dynamic model, the system performance is evaluated for identified major kinematic parameter TBF. Based on proposed unified dynamic model simulation of identified kinematic parameters open-loop experiments are done and TBF operating region is established. Robot kinematic swimming results are found to be matching that of a biological yellow fin tuna kinematics experimental studies.
